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the american society for testing and materials (astm) are the recognised authority on the
evaluation of gas appliances used in the home. although they have looked at the suitability of

many different gas products for use in the home in the past, they have not done so since
approximately 1995. it took about two years to review the current astm and ansi standards. the
panel concluded that they were safe to use but there was no real testing of a unit that used a

high jet of flames (direct flame, multi-burner, potted flames etc.) where a cold gas operated unit
would have no use for an open flame. this is where the research and development of the closed
flame technology can show that it is a safe and efficient use of gas for a family's safety. have

you been burned by an uncleaned cooker? use a combination of nutrients and a powerful
scrubber to give your cooker - and your family - a new lease on life. what does it take to make a
cooker that lasts for years? brown, black, red, grease: even in the best of kitchen equipment, it's
likely to leave a few black marks on your surfaces and icky residue on the surface of the range.
he has helped people enjoy having healthy meals at home and provides a solution for anyone

who is looking for a simple way to prepare wholesome meals. his enthusiasm and natural
aptitude for entrepreneurship has affected and touched thousands of people across the

globe.after retiring in year 2000, avroy became involved with cobb, a multiple award-winning
patented cooking system, which inherently sparked his interest in cooking.since then, cobb has

fans in more than 50 countries around the world, and he believes the versatile system is
somethingeveryoneshould own.
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lpg lpg (liquid petroleum gas) or "liquid petrol" is completely safe for human health. the only
danger is that the tank can overflow and it can be quite nasty when that happens. this is the

worst accident to happen in australia with over 170 people injured. the most dangerous point in
the pressurising process is when the gas starts to boil. the risk of explosion has always been

very small. the amount of pressure inside the tank is not explosive, and instead of the normal
explosion, there is a massive expansion, equivalent to about 10 times the original volume of the

lpg. the high temperatures cause the tiny pinholes in the o-rings to become active, forming
larger ones. this leakage may cause a rapid pressure rise that could cause an explosion. a safe
unit should always be vented before refilling. this venting reduces the amount of pressure build

up in the cylinder by withdrawing the pressure to lower levels. this reduces the chance of a
pressure build-up that could cause an explosion. at low levels of heat, the danger of an

explosion is very small. the main danger comes from sudden depressurisation. unsafe units
should be purged fully before refilling. in the late 1980's, the consumer protection and

competition commission in australia reviewed the use of open flames in refrigeration and
heaters. it was decided that the regulation of open flame used in all house hold appliances, had
been going on for too long without a proper review. the time had come to look at the possible

dangers of open flames and to re-examine whether existing regulations on the use of open
flames and heater were adequate. 5ec8ef588b
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